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Abstract:
High–dimensional time series consisting of \( n \) observations of a large number, \( d_n \), of variables (features), thus forming a high–dimensional vector time series, are ubiquitous in data science. A major issue is the analysis of the dependencies of the observed variables, especially for the case that \( d_n \) is large compared to \( n \) which is the typical situation when analysing massive data.

In this talk I present new results providing large sample distributional approximations for bilinear forms of the sample variance-covariance matrix and a couple of key applications. Those approximations aim at providing a sound basis for future construction of inferential procedures to analyze dependencies in high–dimensional time series by means of statistically valid inferential procedures. Our approach particularly allows us to handle the case of projections, which is a commonly used approach to deal with high–dimensional data.

Within a high-dimensional time series model that allows for full covariance matrices, we propose novel large sample approximations for bilinear forms of the sample variance-covariance matrix. The results cover weakly as well as many long–range dependent linear processes and are valid for a large class of projection vectors that arise, naturally or by construction, in many problems extensively studied for high–dimensional vector time series.

The results can be directly applied to a large number of key applications such as financial portfolio optimization, sparse principal component analysis and shrinkage estimation. For sparse financial portfolio optimization, [2] proposed to construct regularized portfolio vectors. In order to conduct sparse principal component analysis, there are several recent proposals to construct \( \ell_1 \)-bounded components such as the SCotLASS (simplified component technique-lasso) approach of [4], the penalized matrix decomposition problem (PMD) studied by [8] or the lassoed principal components (LPC) method of [?]. Our results are also directly applicable to the problem of shrinkage estimation ([5], [6], [3]), which is widely used alternative to approaches such as banding or tapering, see [1].
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